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Why Use CCL?  

Interprise Carrier integration with CCL API is seamless. 
We have an Interprise User with 4 companies and 42 users processing over 100 orders per 
day via CCL. 

CCL will review your Carriers and Costs as part of this exercise. 
Benefit from their buying power. The savings may pay for their service. 

CCL Business Rules. 
This can automatically route the order to the best service, weight, value carrier. 

Improve efficiency & Ease of Use. 
Scanning the Pick Note at confirm pick can print the label, book the delivery, email/text the 
customer the tracking code etc. This makes the process so easy. As soon as the picker scans 
the pick note the Carrier label is being printed. 

 

Summary 

All sales orders that have had the picking note printed (in picking) get sent to CCL.  

The normal Interprise pick note is used to pick the goods, the picker then comes back to the 
workstation and scans the SO bar code on the pick note into the CCL Dispatch software 
which then uses business logic to pick a carrier, prints the shipping label, send the customer 
an email/text message with the tracking code etc. this is so simple and quick. 
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Example More Detailed Procedure could be:  

1. Sales Orders are entered in Interprise.  

2. Pick Notes are printed in Interprise. The pick note would have SO number printed as a 

bar code top right corner if you don’t already have this.  

3. The Sales order details are sent to CCL automatically by our carrier plugin set to auto 

send orders with a carrier of CCL in the shipping method at stage Ready to Invoice (pick 

note printed). We have integrated to CCL using their API so this is seamless.  

5. The goods are picked. The picker scans the pick note SO bar code on top of the pick note 

in the CCL Dispatch interface. CCL applies business rules to the orders picking the best 

carrier etc. This will then print the shipping label, book the delivery and email/text the 

customer the tracking link.  

    

If any details need to be confirmed like number of boxes (defaults to 1), weight (defaults to 

sales order weight) etc. then this can be set to do this at this point.   

The Tracking Code information is sent also back to Interprise if required.  

6. Confirm pick (convert to invoice), Dispatch or New Invoice would be done in Interprise. 

This could also be done by scanning the SO code on the pick note in confirm pick/dispatch. 

If any Batch/Serial or Location changes are required then they would be done at this point.  

7. Some users like to include a delivery note / packing note which can be printed in 

Interprise or use the already printed pick note to go with the goods.  

Setup Notes to work this way : In Interprise we would create one carrier called CCL. Then 

CCL would decide which actual carrier to best use. (If you also did own local deliveries then 

you would also have a carrier called “Own Transport” as well so these SOs would not be 

sent to CCL).  

 


